The telomeric and centromeric ends of HLA class I: MCD maps of YAC derived cosmids and sequence analysis of 740 kb of genomic DNA.
We previously isolated and characterized a set of overlapping yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) clones spanning 2.4 Mb, including the entire MHC class I region, as a first step towards a detailed genetic analysis. We report here the genomic sequence of the two ends of HLA class I. The centromeric portion of HLA class I, extending from TNF to HLA-C was determined using two different sources of genomic DNA. As a first source, we sequenced cosmids (provided by T. Spies) derived from a total human DNA library which were mapped with conventional restriction digestion and fingerprinting. A second more generalizable approach was used to obtain cosmids for the remainder of the region. The new technology of Multiple-Complete-Digest (MCD) mapping, developed in Maynard Olson's laboratory, was used to map cosmids derived from YACs. This technique involves screening deep cosmid libraries derived from selected YACs and subjecting the cosmids to complete digestion with restriction enzymes, followed by computational assembly into completed maps. This method was also used to obtain material for sequence from three overlapping YACs covering a contiguous region from HLA-G to a point 330 kb telomeric. Among the plethora of new genetic information is a detailed picture of the organization of new multigene families contained within the telomeric end and of members of families spread throughout HLA class I. A clear relationship between the telomeric and centromeric ends of HLA class I has been defined, suggesting that large portions of these regions derived from a common ancestor. Our results demonstrate genomic sequencing to be one of the most effective and efficient means of identifying new genes, yielding information about genomic structure, regulation, and offering new insights into the meaning of physical relationships among functionally interacting genes.